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About This Game

Positively not for wimps!

The last thing you'll ever see in Atlantic Quest 2 is cute ocean critters! Instead you're in for fish in full feathers, an all fresh and
grinning crab and a fat Japanese sumo fish. In this match 3 adventure under the sea you're going to help a clown fish and his

friends to save their home. You'll get more than a little help from a mighty shark, a testosterone-high sea horse with sculpted abs
and a quirky squid!

Zombie bashing anybody?

And it's this awesome underwater crew you'll lead into battle against dim-witted undead zombie fish! Six exciting missions in
the depths of the blue ocean await you. We added some mighty power-ups to our frantic and challenging match 3 levels!

No skill, no thrills (with gills)!

Master all the mini games in Atlantic Quest 2 to crown yourself as "Saviour of the Ocean". Why? Tradingscards, achievements
and some fun!
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Gotta be honest, it\u00b4s a pretty nice Quiz-Game !

Different Game-Modes...A lot of diversified questions...
Computerized Voice-Over (both english and german) ...wich is pretty good! ( Even says the Player Names u type in :D )
...works with xbox-controller and keyboard at the same time...Keeps stats to look into !
AAAnd you can create ur own Quiz in the Editor ...or download one of the many great ones made in the Workshop !

The Developer-Team did a nice job on that one !
. I loved it! However, I couldn't figure out how to shut off the cylinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. DLC is great.
Endless mode is more interesting with it.
But where is russian localization for this dlc?. Preface: This review was written after completing the game with all Perfect ranks.

Parallax is one of these small gems you tend to overlook while browsing through the vast collection of games Steam has to offer.
Nowadays every new puzzle game has to have a unique gimmick to it to make it interesting and challenging for the player. In
Parallax's case, it's parallel dimensions coupled with some gravity defying platforms in the later levels. The challenge is fair and
balanced and the difficulty increases steadily as you progress through the game. While some levels can look quite intimidating at
first, with a bit of thought, careful planning and memorization you can beat everything fairly fast and achieve perfect level
completion within very few actions.

Even if Parallax doesn't break any new grounds in the audiovisual department, its simple yet futuristic looking monochromatic
art style along with electronic beats lend themselves well to the game creating a pleasant overall experience.

The game's price is perfect for its length of 4 chapters with 8 levels each and it still has a lot of replayability to offer after
completion. As of March 14th 2015, the developers have already added a game mode specifically designed for speedrunners,
which will exponentially increase Parallax's lifespan.

If you're a fan of first person puzzle games that are not only well designed, but offer substantial replay value, then you mostly
likely already own Parallax. On the slim chance you don't, buy it. You certainly won't regret the purchase.

The Good:
- Balanced difficulty
- Very good level design
- Simple, but fitting audiovisuals
- Good replay value

The Bad:
- Might be too short for some players. Good. But you need a powerful PC to make it look as beautiful as showed in the video.. I
own this game on several machines using CD-ROM, DVD-ROM and now Steam Digital. Have to say, it keeps me very
entertained when I am in the mood for a passionate killing spree session. Never fails to disappoint.

The CapCom developer franchise consistently puts out top notch games of this ilk
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Seems like it has a good potenetial but there are a few problems. 1: Tutorial gives a loose explanation of the mechanics and what
types of things you could create. 2: Lots of unnecessary lag. This game NEVER runs at a good framerate for me, even though
my graphics card has a GTX750ti and 2 Gb of VRAM. The game has a fairly short render distance, yet still lags this hard. Not
to mention the only graphics setting which can be adjusted is the game resolution.

The main level or your base in Cubic is a very cool idea which I like a lot. The whole method of refining blocks, creating
recipes and fabricating blocks to use is an interesting and satisfying process.

There are 2 things this needs to add to be worth playing:
1: Multiplayer. If I can't play with my friends, I might aswell just play minecraft, as it is more advanced. I can imagine having a
lot of fun on this game with my friends, but playing it solo would be about as rewarding as playing a flash game.
2: The world of Cubic requires some additional depth, litterally and figuratively. The caves in this game arae more like holes in
the ground, which once you get into, you don't discover anything cool or interesting, and immediately turn to the exit again.
Some additional world elements besides normals blocks and tree blocks would be needed to make this interesting. Advanced
functional blocks and possibly machines would make this a very cool game.

Please rate this review to let the developers either know that this information is correct, or if im just a nit picker.. This is a top
notch game. Everything just works and looks wonderful. The gameplay is fun and addicting. My son loves it as well. If I had one
gripe it would be that it feels unnatural to hold the rifle type and shotgun weapons with one hand.

I highly recommend.. RaceRoomExperience is hands down in the top three simulator softwares I use for racing training. DTM is
perfect next to the real thing. Thank you RaceRoom for an incredible experience!
. This is horried and boring.. Very simple and satisfying Pong-esque pvp game, which is hard to fault considering its price.
However, it would definitely benefit from a couple more maps, player customisation and more responsive controller support
(not to mention lack of options in setting up certain gametypes, i.e. time\/score limits). It would also be much appreciated to
have a pause menu in-game, rather than having to force quit out.

That aside, works well as a local multiplayer time filler, but does feel like you're just fullscreening something off miniclip..
Arkham Origins is an amazing game. This season pass is only some extra stuff for people who really enjoyed the base game,
like myself. Definitely not worth the $20 price tag, but for the content included, $5 is a fair price. It is really dumb that the
black mask challenge maps are not included with the season pass. No idea why that is.. This is easily the best breakout-type of
game that I've ever played. It has a fun story and interesting characters and the levels are unique enough to keep things from
getting boring.. This is the game where you actually understand how hard it is to use a jetpack.. For $4.99 this is a good game. A
person can burn 1 or 2 hours playing this game with out even knowing it which is great. Different types of weaponry and
landscape provide you with a variety of choices of defence tactics. (WARNING!!! WEAPON CHOICE IS LIMITED-There are
only 7 different types of weapons for the whole game.) but, choosing the right weapons and the correct placement is key. The
weapons have different firepower, rate of fire, firing range, blast radius and price. Again DO NOT expect much from this
game, it's fun to quickly wast a hour or two, but beyond that it's limited on what you can do.. Don't buy. Tons of reports of
broken levels. I am currently stuck on a broken level mentioned here 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/804130\/discussions\/0\/2828702373002090570\/. I attempted to contact the dev, but have
gotten no response in over a week. Easy pass even though it's a dollar.
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